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The Prowess and Death of Captain Tranchemont, and of his brave
Companions. Dobil Hasen’s Story. 

 
Captain Tranchemont, after having rambled over a great many countries, and a great

part of the world, found himself in Egypt, in the confines of the mountainous part of that
kingdom: his excessive voracity could scarcely be gratified; and the horror with which he
inspired every body, removed from him every thing necessary for the supply of his wants.

As he was one day traversing a desert, he was accidentally led into the cave of a
dervise: “Holy man!” said he to him, “you see before you a warrior, who is dying for want of
food, have not you some hundreds of nuts to break?”— “The rats have excellent teeth,”
replied the dervise, without rising from his seat, and continuing to meditate on his book; “they
have eat all the nuts which I received from the charity of the faithful, and have left me nothing
but the shells. The only provision I have remaining is that biscuit of the Nile which you see
before my door:” And, at the same time, pointed to a stone six feet long, and about three feet
high.

“Do you eat that?” replied Tranchemont: “Zooks! you are not delicate in your taste!
I know this pastry, the pyramids of Egypt are built of it, and I can eat at your expense. This
morsel would be of hard digestion to any other stomachs than ours; suffer me to cut a slice of
it.” At the same time he drew his sabre, and with one stroke cut off a slice as thick as three
leaves of the palm-tree joined together. He then broke it into small morsels, chewed it betwixt
his teeth, and swallowed it. “What a sabre! What arms! What teeth!” said the recluse to
himself; “my furniture is pretty solid, yet this man could unfurnish my cave at four meals; I
must make a friend of him!” “Sir!” said he, “I admire at once the strength and dexterity of
your arm; and find you possess a very extraordinary talent. I am desirous to become
acquainted with you, and hope you will not judge me unworthy of that honour: Adventurers
are, in general, suspected; but, with respect to a man like you, I ought to have neither secrets
nor artifice; enter with me into the innermost apartment of my cave, there I have in reserve
some cheeses of goats milk, and some cakes, which I will find a real pleasure in sharing with
you; come, we will eat at our leisure, and converse with freedom.”

“Most willingly,” replied Tranchemont, “I love people of your way of life. I have known
more than one of them, who had not spent all their lives in muttering upon books , and, with
cup in hand, I will willingly do penance with you for my past faults.” “I have neither cups nor
goblets,” said the dervise; “I use nothing but a pitcher” “And I would rather excuse the
pitcher than want the wine.” “Wine!” exclaimed the recluse; “wine from a dervise! You make
the hair of my beard stand on end! Consider that I have retired to this place to lead the life
of a penitent: I drink nothing but pure water mixed with a little honey, and of this I compose
a very agreeable drink.”
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The captain shook his head; but he must accommodate himself to his situation. He
assisted his landlord in placing the cheeses and cakes, piled upon one another, on a table made
of a large stone. There were provisions sufficient for eight persons; yet the two guests found
no superfluity. They were seated on sophas of the same materials with the table, having each
at his side an enormous pitcher full of water -and honey -, and the repast began.

After the dervise had eaten the first cheese, without even taking off the crust,
“Brother,” said he, “let us drink:” he then lifted up his pitcher, and drank it off at one
draught. “Here is your health,” said he to Tranchemont, who looked at him with
astonishment. “Doubtless,” replied the captain before he drank, “you must have been empty
down to the toes to have been able to drain that pitcher without taking time to breathe; if you
had, like me, a stomach paved with stones, there would run through your body a river in
proper style,”— “Alas, brother!” said the dervise, “you see me justly punished. It is for having
drank too much that I am reduced to this penitential life; at present I quench my thirst, but
never commit any excess. You have astonished me with cutting and scranching my biscuit ,
I will surprise you, in my turn, with the relation of my history.

“My name is Pretaboire . Had water not appeared to me very insipid when I lived in1

the world, I would have drained the rivers and it would have been wrong to have given me the
sea, for the flavouriness of the liquor would have assisted me in drinking it dry. One day, (I
was then in Georgia, at a man’s house who had generously offered me an asylum), the vintage
was finished and he had shut up the product of his. Unfortunately my bed was placed too near
the deposit. I was suddenly awakened by a flavour so agreeable, that I could not resist the
temptation of approaching the vessels from which it was exhaled; I ventured to taste this
beverage, and its charm operated so powerfully upon me, that, during the night, I emptied ten
arobes , which were the whole product of the vintage. But they seemed to me to be no more2

than ten. My landlord arrived in the mean time, and abused me for a drunkard, and I, hurt
by this reproach, put him to death. Grieved afterwards at this sally of passion, I assumed the
habit of a dervise, and resolved to drink nothing but honey and water. In consequence of this
resolution, wandering from one retreat to another, seeking always the most solitary, I have
at last settled in this abode, where I spend my leisure hours in gathering medicinal herbs, and
studying the stars.”

“My good saint!” replied Tranchemont, “since from a drunkard you are become an
astrologer, I must inform you of my quarrel with the stars. I wish for some little dispute with
mine; and would be very glad that you would put me within reach of giving it, and one of its
companions, some blows with the flat side of my sabre, to correct them for their caprices
respecting me.”

“My name is Tranchemont; and I was born in the capital of Circaffia. According to the
report of an astrologer, who was one of my father’s good friends, on the day of my birth, two
stars, loaded with good and bad influences, undertook a journey; the least of the two being
well provided, travelled foremost. Three women had been delivered that very day, each of a

  Pretaboire, a name significant of an inclination to drinking.1

  Arobes, a measure which contains twenty-five pints.2
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male-child; they inhabited three of the principal buildings which form the corner of the street
that leads to the king’s palace: “Let us hasten thither,” said they, “and drop, in favour of these
new-born infants, some of the booty with which we are loaded.” As they travelled along, the
foremost star grazed upon my mother’s house, at the very moment of my birth; and this event
stopped it for an instant. “I can go no farther,” said it; “my burden has become oppressive to
me, I must drop it here;” and it was directly over me. I cannot tell you all that dropped from
its hands at that moment: It has proved a burden which I sometimes carry with great
impatience, and by which others are often disturbed; it has rendered me the strongest, but the
least hardy of all men; I am doomed to have nothing, and to live continually on plunder;
nothing can resist my sabre but the feebleness of man alone, so that I never attack him but
with my fists; and you may well judge that I do not want one. These, my good dervise, were
the favours which were showered down on my cradle; the star which followed mine was
obliged to drop the influences which were destined for me upon a neighbouring hotel.”— “And
what did it let fall there, pray?”— “A crown. Thus you see, and without vanity I can say, I
was only a door from obtaining a throne; the astrologer said to my father, that this happened
through fatality; for my part, I suppose there was a good deal of caprice in it; for my brilliant
protectress might easily have carried her favours one door lower. By Mahomet! Do you know
that I am enraged at it, my good saint, and that I have already employed many methods in
order to belie my nativity.”

“I have assembled armies; I have commanded them well, and fought still better; but
my soldiers proved mere cowards: There were always too many to eat, and nobody to fight.
One day I entered a city, without perceiving that I was not followed by my men: I cut in pieces
every one that opposed my passage, and pursued and murdered all that attempted to fly.
Where it was difficult to carry the sword, there I carried the flames, and I pillaged the whole
city: My army thought me lost, and, depending no more upon me, was seized with a dreadful
panic, and took to flight. What happened then? As I had laid waste the country, had given
quarter to none, and as my army was dispersed, though I was become a king by the vigour of
my arm, and the cutting of ray sabre, yet in reality I reigned over nothing.”— “How!” said
Pretaboire; “Had you exterminated even the women?”— “By Mahomet! I love the women
to distraction; but when they saw me, they cried as if one had flayed them; they fled from me,
and threw stones at me from the top of the terraces; they excited their husbands, and let out
their dogs upon me. I have had my shield and buckler bent in ten places, and the calf of my
leg carried off by a mastiff. I love women, but not when they are angry; for then, old or young
ugly or beautiful, I crush as many of them to pieces as I can find; I spare nothing that resists
me.”— “Your blood is a little too hot, my general,” resumed the dervise, “you ought, like me,
to drink nothing but honey and water.”— “By Mahomet!” exclaimed Tranchemont, “your
honey and water increases, instead of quenching my thirst. My malignant star would triumph
if it beheld me reduced to that: Let us talk of correcting it, if it is possible. If I could ascend on
high, I would teach it to be reasonable; but cannot you, who are an astrologer, by the help of
your machines, place me within reach of doing myself justice?”

“There is another way of avenging yourself,” said Pretaboire; “you may play your star
nearly the same trick that I played mine. Had it not determined that I should be a vagabond
and a rogue? Had it not condemned me to drink like a hole in the sand? You see what I have
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done. I have retired from the world, I drink honey and water, but sparingly and, in spite of my
star, I possess some worth. But, as you are a soldier, you must follow a different plan. In order
to avoid the inconveniencies which seem necessarily connected with your actions, you must
endeavour to be a general without an army; and to take possession of a strong city, which hath
neither gates, nor ditches, nor walls; so as, that the difficulty you will meet with, in
surmounting these obstacles, may not inspire you with so much rage as to make you destroy
every thing.”

“Stop a moment, my dear saint!” said Tranchemont. “Do you know that, in complying
with your proposal, I would be exposed to the danger of losing my life? Are you a fool? Or are
you so profound that it is impossible to understand you? What is a general without an army?
And where are strong places to be found, having neither ditches nor walls?”

“A general without an army!” replied Pretaboire; “to-morrow at the latest, Captain
Tranchemont will be so, who, having neither soldiers nor baggage, will be able to take the
field!, in order to go and attack the city of Kallacahabalaba, ten leagues distant from hence,
a place of great strength, though destitute of every artificial defence.”— “And what will the
army consist of, which is to rank under my standards?”— “Of eight generals, each of whom,
in his own way, is able to shake a kingdom; and to give you an idea of them, I am the feeblest
of them all. Yet it would have been in my power, if I had undertaken the enterprise, to have
become master of Damas. It is a well watered city. Well! in eight days there would not have
been as much water left as would have quenched the thirst of a hen.”—  “My good dervise,
you are properly named Pretaboire; and, now that I know your powers, I find you very
moderate. You have a most prodigious faculty; you could easily ruin Egypt.”— “Oh!” replied
Pretaboire, “in order to that, it would be necessary to go and drink the Nile at its source, and
that is too long a journey.”— “And tell me,” replied Tranchemont, “are your companions
whom you spoke of as extraordinary as you. I am extremely desirous to become acquainted
with them.”— “You shall see them to-morrow,” said the dervise; “they will lay their proofs
before you: They have need of counsel to direct their enterprises, for they have all more
ability than understanding; they want a chief to command them with authority, and to give
them an example and they will find him in you.

“By Mahomet!” exclaimed the Captain, casting his, eyes up to heaven, “I am tempted
to pardon my bitch of a star for bringing me hither, since it has led me to the command of my
equals!— But, let us speak a little concerning your place of war; Who has the command of it?
What could one do with him?”— “It is under the yoke of a strange tyrant, whose name is
Bigstaff. You must banish him. One tyrant succeeds another, and thus your star will be proved
false for, except the name, you will reign as well as another, and perhaps better; because you
know no law but your own will.”—“Are you of any religion?”— “No indeed; I was circumcised
however.”— “That is sufficient.”— “My dear Pretaboire! you are an accommodating saint;
it is just such as these that I love. But I should wish to accustom myself to your honey and
water, that I might get drunk with you. In the mean time, before I go to rest, I am anxious to
have a more accurate idea of the city of Kallacahabalaba, for I form all my plans of attack in
bed.”

“Kallacahabalaba,” replied the dervise, “is situated on a high detached mountain, cut
all round with a pick-ax, to the height of sixty feet, in such a manner as that nothing but a
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snail can ascend it.— And how do the inhabitants come down?— They do not come down at
all; they descend in baskets fixed to chains of iron. These machines are so fitted, as to let down
to the ground an hundred baskets at once, containing ten men-each, with their arms and
baggage; this is done very quickly, and without the least embarrassment. The people of the
country, for twenty leagues round, are so much afraid at this shower of armed men, that they
hasten with great eagerness, carrying their tribute to the foot of the mountain, and fill all the
baskets that are there.— By my beard! said the captain,  I shall lose a little of my renown if
I don’t disturb this business.— But, what kind of a fellow is that Bigstaff you mentioned? Is
he a champion of a certain strength? Would he gallantly accept the proposal of measuring
swords with me?— His stature is somewhat gigantic; covered with iron from head to foot, he
walks as nimbly as if it were with feathers; besides, he never plays but with his club, which
is of gilded brass, and weighs seventy-five pounds; he uses it like a rod of aloes, and I believe
he would not engage in single combat with any but such as could oppose to him an arm of
equal strength.—Ah! replied Tranchemont, what pleasure should I feel to be opposed to him
at an arm’s distance! I would make my blade enter exactly at the bottom of his nose, that,
before he expired under my strokes, I might have the pleasure of seeing him gnash his teeth.
But I am born to conquer or die under the protection of my sabre, and I leave the use of the
club to those whose profession it is to fell cattle.— Besides, does this fellow never come out
alone? Could one not attack him without giving him time to take his advantage?— He never
comes out, replied the dervise, except when he knows of any one travelling in his dominions.
Alas! this cost two of our companions their life, Brasdefer  and Dentd’acier , who had gone3 4

on an adventure of hunting upon his territory. They were invincible by any other; but, having
made them be surrounded by his people, while Brasdefer, with the stroke of his fist had
knocked down a good many of them, and Dentd’acier had made others feel the astonishing
strength of his jaw, Bigstaff himself came up, and knocked them both down with his club.—
’Sdeath! I will revenge them, exclaimed captain Tranchemont; your recital makes my blood
boil as if I had just assassinated my brother. Let us go to sleep, in order to moderate the
impatience with which I burn to be acquainted with all your people; for I know no other
remedy.

Pretaboire yielded to this invitation, and they both stretched themselves on some
leaves, and skins of beasts, which were at the bottom of the cell. They awaked with the first
rays of the morning, and had issued from their cave to take a walk, when the dervise
perceived at a distance three people coming towards them. These are our people, said he.—
What are their names?— Their names are descriptive of their talents; the name of the first
is Quicksight ; he could perceive a needle on the ground at the distance of forty leagues; he5

is our spy. The name of the second is Aimwell ; he could fix an arrow in the heart of an apple6

  Iron-arm. 
3

  Steel-tooth.4

  Quicksight, in French, Percevue; and in the Arabic, Guillarich.
5

  Aimwell, in French, Droitaubut; and in the Arabic, Nadhertavil.
6
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at the same distance. And Cut-the-air , the last, could go and pick it up in five minutes. But7

they shall perform in your presence, and you shall judge of the advantage which may be
derived from them. Mean while the three performers arrived.

“Rejoice, comrades!” said Pretaboire to them;”fortune hath restored us, in this gallant
knight, much more than she took from us in Brasdefer and Dentd’acier. This is the formidable
Captain Tranchemont, by whose arm, sabre, and head, we shall be enabled to revenge
ourselves on our cruel enemy, and to live in joy and peace on the earth. But you know that
we must dine to-day; are you come without provisions?— “No,” replied Aimwell, “we will do
tolerably well if you have cakes. Strong-back  was coming with us, carrying on his shoulders8

a calf six months old, and two tuns of wine under his arms, when the fancy struck him of
entering a garden to gather a salad; he walks at a good pace, and will soon be here if he meets
with no accident.” “When he had said this, Strong-back arrived with a salad hanging at his
neck. They were three enormous cabbages, which, being tied together by a cord, adorned his
body on all sides. Notwithstanding his burden, his gait seemed as nimble as if he had been
carrying only a bag of nuts. He laid his burden on the ground, and was presented by
Pretaboire to Tranchemont. “There, my general,” said he, tapping Strong-back on the
shoulder, “is our chariot of war. Sack towns, conquer armies, plunder; the back which you see
will leave nothing behind; it would not bend under the weight of the treasures of Solomon.”—
“Hitherto,” said Tranchemont, “those who should have carried away my plunder would not
have bent long under their weight. Whenever I have any booty, I sit down in a corner, and eat
till nothing remains. To see me devour whatever I have gotten, one would think I was
perpetually pursued by robbers or incendiaries; it is my bitch of a star that forces me to eat
almost continually, in order to render me in capable of showing favour to anything; but, thanks
to you, my dear astrologer, I must hope that we are in the right. Hold, I see there a little calf,
which weighs good an hundred and eighty pounds; and a little of my old habit leads me to wish
that we should eat it just now.”— “It was made for this purpose,” replied Pretaboire: “ Hola!
ho!” said he, calling his people. “Strong-back, skin that calf, and make a spit: Quicksight!
Cut-the-air! where is the cook?”

Quicksight looked round the country, and perceiving with the naked eye, what no
mortal could have distinguished with the best telescope, “Ah!” said he, “I perceive him; he
is not far from this, but he is amusing himself with roasting quails; as they fly over his head,
he picks their feathers in the air, and eats them.” “Do you see,” said Pretaboire, “how this
rascal is engaged on a review-day? He roasts quails in the air, that, completely dressed, they
may drop in showers into his mouth!— And, where is that lazy knave Toujoursdort , to beat9

the drum, and oblige every one to come at the signal?”— “I perceive him also,” said
Quicksight; “he is asleep under the shade of a broom; the earth seems to shake with his
snoring, and I cannot conceive how you do not hear him from this place.”— “You see,
friends,” said Pretaboire , “that we have great need of discipline: And how extremely

  Cut-the-air, in French Fendl’air; and in the Arabic Karaamek.
7

 Strong-back, in French, Bondos; and in the Arabic, Bilarmüch.
8

  Toujoursdort, Sleep-ever.
9
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fortunate we are in having accordingly found a chief? Come, Cut-the-air, hew us the place
where the quail-eater and the snorer are and let them come with all haste.”

“You shall see,” added Pretaboire, “what kind of men these two are. The cook
Souffleseu  shall give you a specimen of what he can do. He could melt a mine of metals in10

the bowels of the earth. As for Toujoursdort, his talents are pretty moderate; but he has one
which is extremely useful to us. When we let him out to the combat, he spreads terror all
around. By striking his belly, he makes it emit a sound like that of forty drums. He sets up
such dreadful howling as could make walls tumble down.

While he was explaining all this to Tranchemont, Toujoursdort and Souffleseu arrived.
“Drummer,” said the dervise to the first, “go and beat the signal. Souffleseu, go you and roast
the calf which Strong-back is putting on the spit.” Then turning towards Tranchemont: “My
general,” said he to him, “it is your part now to show these people what you can do. There is
the calf on the spit, and the cabbages cut into shreds; but we have neither any thing to collect
the juice of the roast, nor a plate in which to dress the salad; but, cut off dexterously a whole
slice of the biscuit which is before my door, and thereby procure the necessary vessels for
holding our sauce and our herbs.”

The captain eagerly seized this opportunity of displaying his dexterity. He drew his
sabre, and, with the first stroke, cut off a slice half an inch thick, the whole length of the stone.
He then formed in it a place to receive the juice of the roast; and the slice which he had cut
off served as a plate for the cabbages. The spectators, who were no less apt to be struck with
admiration, than capable of exciting it, paid the just tribute to the ease and accuracy of the
work.

In the mean time, Tranchemont, in his turn, felt a great curiosity to see a calf roasted
in a place where he saw no fire, nor coal, nor wood to make one. Strong-back acted as turn-
spit, and the spit itself rested on two large stones, placed in the middle of a very green plot of
grass. “Come, Souffleseu,” said Pretaboire, “do your duty. You are sensible that there is no
occasion to burn the roast, we need only a gentle and penetrating fire; manage the matter
properly.” Souffleseu was a man of deeds, and not of words; and proportioned his hot breath
so nicely, that he seemed not so much to roast, as to gild the immense roast which was turned
round before him; so that the juice run down upon the cabbages, which he set a boiling by
some puffs of fire that he sent to them. The Captain appeared highly delighted with the
talents of this cook, and shewed himself eager to give farther proofs of his own. He observed,
that it was impossible to have a table in the cell of the dervise, on account of a rock of granite,
six feet high, and of equal thickness, which occupied the whole centre. “Stand back a little,”
said he to the people who were around him, “I am going to strike off, from this little stone,
some chips which might start into your eyes; we must have a place to prepare our table.” At
the same time, he struck the rock with his sabre, with so much exactness, that every piece
which he detached from it appeared a table of marble that needed only to be polished. “What
a terrible arm! what a valiant sword!” exclaimed the witnesses of this exploit.—“Brothers,”
said Pretaboire to them, “it is this which must shew us the way to glory and to gain.”

  Souffleseu, Blow-fire.
10
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They eagerly cleared the rubbish from the place, which was now freed from this huge
stone, as ugly as it was incommodious. The most beautiful of the pieces being artfully joined
together, formed benches around a table, which, with five or six strokes of his sabre, the
Captain had rendered perfectly square, and had hollowed out below to make room for their
legs. “Never did any companion of our labours,” said Pretaboire, “perform so neatly that work
in which he excelled!” Toujoursdort clapped his belly in token of admiration; and his gentle
rubbings made the cave re-echo with a dreadful found. Meanwhile the cover was laid; 
Souffleseu brought the roast. “Wine! wine!” cried Pretaboire, bringing with him a bag of fifty
pounds weight of cakes. Strongback went to bring the tuns; but Tranchemont, who dreaded
the dervise’s thirst, thought it his duty to remind him of his vows: “is your penitence ended?
holy man!”— “No,” replied Pretaboire, “I must drink some cups of honey and water; but I
reserve a pitcher of wine to wash my mouth.”

They sat down to table, and every one of them did great justice to the feast. There was
but little conversation; however, from time to time, one of the guests related an exploit of his
own peculiar kind. It was always of the marvellous sort. Towards the middle of the repast,
Pretaboire, having somewhat blunted the edge of his appetite, cast a look around him.
“Brethren,” said he, “our number is not complete; Grippenuage  and Grossitout are wanting;11

however, they had the signal, for Toujoursdort beat the drum so as to make it be heard at a
distance. As the dervise was making this reflection, the two characters made their appearance
at the entrance of the cave.— “You deserve,” said he, “not to have so much as a crust to eat.
I respect people of abilities only when they are regular in their duty, and to-morrow, if you fail
in the service, you shall answer for it to a more able general than I am. In the mean time, sit
down and drink. After dinner, you shall be informed of most wonderful things. You are in the
presence of a very great master, the illustrious Captain Tranchemont. We have made choice
of him for our general, and we are to pass in review before him; as for me, I am exhibiting
proofs of my abilities, as you shall see.” Saying this, he swallowed his pitcher full of wine at
one draught. The persons who were just come in, having nothing to reply, modestly bowed
down, and dinner was ended.

“Come, brothers,” said Pretaboire, when the repast was finished, we must pass in
review, and begin, by making sure of some dishes for our supper. Quicksight! Aimwell!
Cut-the-air! attend!

“Quicksight, I want an hundred pounds of venison, in four pieces. Observe the banks
of distant rivers; seek us some young deer, goats, and an antelope, they must all be tender,
and easily digested.” The performer put himself in the proper position; at first his looks
seemed to move along the ground near at hand, and then, imperceptibly, his view was
extended to a great distance, and skimmed over the world. “Ah!” exclaimed he, “I have found
what you want behind that little hill, at the distance of ten leagues.” “Aimwell,” said the
dervise, prepare your bow.” Aimwell fixed a stake before Quicksight, bent his bow, and set
himself in a proper position for shooting his arrow. “At the distance of ten leagues?” said he
to Quicksight,— “and thirty paces.” The arrow flew; Quicksight followed it with his eyes.
“The deer is pierced,” said he.

  Grippenuage, Catch-cloud.
11
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“Come, Cut-the-air, put your shoes in a proper state, and pick up the game.” The
order was instantly executed. Pretaboire repeated the command three times; and in half an
hour the four pieces of venison were procured, and brought to Strong-back, who skinned them,
and put them on the spit.

Pretaboire having examined the sack of bread: “How!” said he, “have we only thirty
pounds weight? Quicksight, look out for some fresh bread.”— “There is an oven full of it at
Masser, which is still quite hot,” replied he, “and the baker has just turned his back to clean
his oven.”—“There is a fine opportunity to purchase his bread for nothing: Go, Cut-the-air,
take the bag, and make the bargain.” The order was instantly obeyed; and the bread was in
the cell before the baker perceived it. “You see, General,” said the dervise, “that the butlery
is pretty well furnished. Ah! if Strong-back had wings, we might have wine; but we must not
always be dying with thirst. Come, Grippenuage! lay hold of that cloud which is passing, and
force it to shed its contents on this place; if there are any hailstones, so much the better; for
I love exceedingly to drink ice.” The cloud was pretty high: Grippenuage took a clue of silk
from his pocket, and made it fly up to the cloud. The clew was wound down; and the end of
it being so low as to be within reach of the hand, the man then fixed himself to it, and the
vapour seemed to attract him with an astonishing rapidity. “Comrades,” said Pretaboire, “let
us expose our pitchers to the water which is about to fall; and, as we have no change of
mantles, let us place ourselves in the cave.” The whole troop obeyed; the cloud descended; 
Grippenuage squeezed its sides; and, by the help of his thread, came down with the shower.

Tranchemont beheld with astonishment the performance of these miracles. “You must
agree, General,” said Pretaboire, “that, under your command, one might promise the most
splendid success with these brave fellows.”— “I never saw,” said Tranchemont, “an
assemblage of talents so rare, and so well suited to one another; we are fit to undertake every
thing. I have already revolved a great many plans in my mind.— Stop; do not speak to me at
present, you would distract my thoughts.— I have forgot something very essential; since we
have only water to quench our thirst, we should at least have some flagons of liquor. We have
still three hours of day; let us want nothing.” Then the dervise called his people.

“Quicksight,” said he, “and you Cut-the-air, get us some flagons of liquor. You know
that they are generally placed in the terrasses, that the sun may dart his meridian beams upon
them. Go and make an attack upon them. What cannot be done in one voyage, may be
finished in two.” The order was executed; and, in a quarter of an hour, the side-board was
furnished with four large flagons of liquor. “This Cut-the-air is extremely expert, cunning, and
expeditious,” said Pretaboire; “it is a great pity he has not a stronger back, one might derive
inconceivable advantage from him.”— “By Mahomet,” said Tranchemont, “without this little
medicine, I should have had a fine noise in my belly all night. But, my good dervise! Could not
we have some figs?”—“I give you the whole earth to choose them from.”— “I take you at
your word,” replied the Captain. “I want the finest figs that grow in Africa.”—“Come
Cut-the-air! You hear what the general wishes for. Put a basket on your arm. Pick them with
great care, and return in half an hour at the farthest, for you may be wanted!” Cut-the-air
disappeared.

The venison was on the spit, Strong-back was turning it, Souffleseu was employed in
roasting it, and Toujoursdort had gone to snore at some hundred steps distance in order not
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to incommode any person; still, however, he was heard. “You have a snorer there,” said
Tranchemont, “who is somewhat disagreeable.”— “He must be allowed rest,” replied
Pretaboire; “it is in his excellent habit of body that his merit consists; it keeps his belly
stretched; betides he makes us merry; he imitates the timbrel, by beating on his cheeks, and
that amuses us: it is necessary to put all their talents to some purpose.”—“You are in the
right, but tell me who is that man whom I see sitting with his arms across? I know not yet
what he can do.—“That is he who has the charge of our lodgings: When we take the field, with
very small means, he makes a great affair of every thing. His name is Grossitout. His business
is very fatiguing; but you will be a better judge of it when you see him at work.

The day was spent in such conversation as this; but Cut-the-air had not returned.
Pretaboire was uneasy. “Hola, Quicksight!” said he, “seek in the orchards of Africa, and
endeavour to discover Cut-the-air, who has either lost or forgotten himself.” Quicksight
examined attentively. “Ah! the wretch,” said he, “he has eaten more figs than he has
gathered; he is very near Damas, and is asleep at the side of his basket. The Arabians, who
ramble in the neighbourhood, will steal it; they will take his shoes from him, and we shall see
him no more. There is a large bird perched onto branch of the tree under which he reposes;
if Aimwell would kill the bird, its fall might awaken Cut-the-air.”— “At what distance is the
bird you mean?” said Aimwell.—“Exactly seventy-five leagues.” Aimwell then stuck up his
stake, and fitted his arrow, which immediately flew off. Quicksight examined the stroke. “The
bird is fallen,” said he; “the sleeper is awakened, and is now on his way.” The figs were in the
cave in a moment after. “Let us not chide our purveyor,” said Tranchemont to Pretaboire,
“this accident has shown us the usefulness of Quicksight and Aimwell. But I suppose the
supper is ready; let us put the table in order.”—“That must not be, if you please,” replied
Pretaboire, “till after our camp shall have been prepared, and I shall have caused beat the
retreat according to the custom of warriors.” At the same time he called Grossitout, who
obeyed the order.

“Have you taken your measures, and chosen your ground? We sleep to-night in the
tent; you must lay us at our ease in it.”—“The ground is before you,” replied Grossitout;
“your lodging is in my breast, and my lungs must extend it.”—“By Mahomet!” exclaimed the
general, “that is a strange riddle.”— “It is not a riddle;” said the dervise, “at least what you
are going to see will explain it to you. Let us approach the place where the operator is about
to perform.

Grossitout had a small purse, of the size of an egg, hung to a girdle with which his
breast was girt. It appeared to be shut by four small strings, at the end of which some small
pins of steel seemed to be fixed. He opened it, and blowed into it; and suddenly it was of the
size of a melon: He continued to blow till he could put his head into it; he introduced his head;
and was seen blowing with greater force in the cap he had formed for himself. Every instant
its size increased  and, as it descended to the very ground, the body of the blower was entirely
shut up in it. His companions then took up the little strings of the purse, which were now
become cords, and drew the four sides; the top of the ball had taken the shape of a tent,
which; was supported by four pikes, which he always carried with him in their march.
Grossitout continued his labour, and the tent increased so commodiously as to lodge twenty
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people; and the pins of steel, now become pikes of iron, driven in the ground, made the lodging
most completely firm.

“Holy prophet!” exclaimed Tranchemont, in raptures, “I have just now seen the king,
the very god of mushrooms; it is a perfect miracle!”— “Without flattery, general,” said
Pretaboire, “to those who have seen your actions every thing is credible, and boasting is
excluded, but Grossitout had exerted his power very sparingly; he is capable of blowing up a
tent sufficient to lodge all the pilgrims to Mecca, with their escort.” At that instant the loud
sound of a drum was heard at a distance; and, without the perfect unity in the strokes, one
would have supposed there was fifty. “What sound is that I hear?” said Tranchemont.— “It
is nothing,” said the dervise; “it is only Toujoursdort stroking his belly to beat a retreat; he
is a brave fellow for founding a charge.”—“My good dervise, the companions of your penitence
are very extraordinary people.”—“They are forced like me to live in retirement, on account
of the bad character they have with the public; but, with your assistance, we shall be able to
get out of it and we can drive from his nest this vulture Bigstaff who lets loose upon us baskets
full of his fowls covered over with steel, which keep our troop in continual alarm.”

Ah! though this fellow had a citadel surrounded with a triple ditch full of water, by
mixing a little honey in it, you would soon drink it up. I would attack the wall with my sabre,
and, by Mahomet! you know whether I can cut any slices. I would intrench myself under the
fortress, before they could think of throwing stones at me. I would cause Strongback throw the
rubbish into the ditch, and I would appear unexpectedly in the place. You should then see how
I would fall upon the coat of mail by which all these rascals are protected.”—“This is a plan
truly worthy of yourself, general,” replied Pretaboire, “but the tyrant is secure from such an
attempt.”—“I swear by your book, venerable dervise, that I shall devise some plan from
which he cannot secure himself but let us go to supper.”—“It is the best resolution we can at
present take,” said the dervise, “for the roast would have been cold if Souffleseu had not kept
it warm.”

The little army were all seated round a well furnished table, lighted by a lamp with
three branches, and conversing about their future plans. “Comrades!” said Tranchemont, you
may depend upon my utmost exertions to merit your approbation; but, as you have made me
your commander, I warn you that our march shall be regular and very expeditious— I have
only drunk one draught of water, and it has made me sick.— To-morrow, by sunrise, I will go
through the review, I will give my orders and, the camp being struck during the review, I will
immediately begin the march. Let us drink one draught of liquor and go to bed, thinking on
the victory which awaits us.”—“Were my stomach hollow like a well, I will sleep upon these
flints, as if I were stretched on a bed of roses.”—“Let us finish what remains, as we are to out
to-morrow with a great project in our heads. We must begin with starving the rats in this
place, by leaving them not even a crust to gnaw—Let us conclude the banquet; let all the
troop follow me, and go to the camp. It is proper that we should sleep in the tent—Come,
“Quick-sight, do you see any thing by night?”—“As well as by day, general.”—“That’s good;
you will be on the watch around the camp, and tomorrow, during the march, you shall enjoy
sleep upon Strongback’s shoulders——Grippenuage, draw near; lay hold on that cloud which
you see over our heads, by means of your clew, and force it to refresh the air by shedding a
slight dew—Toujoursdort will go to snore around the camp within reach of Quick-sight, that
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he may be able to give the alarm if any thing extraordinary should happen. Come, friends, let
each of us take one of these skins to serve him as a pillow; warriors never renounce the
conveniences of life when they can be obtained.”

“O great, valiant, and wise captain!” said Pretaboire, obeying the order, and marching
before the troop. When they had filed off, Tranchemont entered last into the tent, and lay
down in the middle. The next, each at a respectful distance from the general, took the place
which appeared most convenient for him: the dervise said his prayers, and they all quietly fell
asleep.

As soon as the morning star appeared above the horizon, Quicksight awaked
Toujoursdort, who, yawning, struck his belly, and the sound the blow re-echoed through the
neighbouring caverns. Tranchemont was instantly on foot, and awaked his people. “Come, my
comrades,” said he, let the day find us in arms; Grossitout, lift the camp.” At this command
every body left the tent; Grossitout alone remained in it to labour, while the stakes were
raking away; and, before sun-rise, the tent was folded up, and fixed to the girdle of the person
whose business it was to carry it.

They were all assembled for the grand review. and Pretaboire was in the rear of the
battalion. “Brother?” said Tranchemont, “you are not in your proper place; as you are our
counsellor, you should have been in the centre; but the art of war has undergone some little
change, you are placed in the rear; and frequently, when the van has begun the engagement,
your directions come too late. In this case, however, as the ranks are not very thick, there is
nothing to prevent your coming to me in the time of need. Is your book in good condition? Is
there no leaf wanting?—By Mahomet! I have not the whole of them; but it is all one; I can
easily supply the defect.

Comrade Quicksight, your eyes are somewhat red; bathe them in fresh water. You
should guard against defluxions. Are the bow and arrows of Aimwell in proper case?—There
is nothing wanting, general.— I am eager to be able to prove your dexterity, that I may send
you a message, directly in the view of the enemy.—Show us your clue, Grippenuage. It is
pretty round, and the silk well spun! It is much finer than a cobweb. But, my dear companion!
if you would listen to the advice of an old soldier like me, you should soon know, that a talent,
so precious as your’s, ought not to be confined to refreshing the air, and washing
dishes.—Souffleseu! I cannot see the fire you have in your stomach, but I suppose it is the
depository of sulphur and pitch, sufficient for the campaign. As we are about to fall upon the
kitchen of another, we shall have no need of your’s for our food; but I shall give it you in
charge to roast every head which might give us any trouble.—Cut-the-air! Your shoes seem
to be in good case; but distrust your taste for figs, you ran a great risk of losing your stockings
and shoes; and, in returning from such a distance, you might have caught a very bad
cold.—Grossitout! you have put up the tent; but, let us examine if the pegs are at it, if the
cords are good, and if the stuff has not given way.—No, every thing is right. Tell me, Were
you to blow into a melon, could you make it as large as a gourd? No, general.—It has been
said with truth, that no talent is universal!—Come forward, Strong-back! you must get straps
of leather to manage your burden. There is a back on which, were it level, one might build a
pyramid! Do you pair your nails? That is an error. You know well, that, to lay hold of any
thing, the hand can never be sufficiently extended. Here Toujoursdort! your drum is well
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stretched; but you must not moisten it too much within with hot liquor, that might dry its
skin.—By the way, let me hear some moderate sounds of your trumpet. Toujoursdort obeyed,
by emitting some half-notes in a grave tone; but they were sufficient to cast dismay and terror
over the whole troop. Cut-the-air would have fled to the distance of an hundred leagues, if his
legs had not failed him; Strong-back felt his knees bend under him; Quicksight became
perfectly blind; Aimwell dropped his bow and arrows; Grippenuage looked for a cloud to take
refuge in; Grossitout lost his breathing; and Souffleseu felt himself chilled. “By Mahomet!”
said Tranchemont, “taking Pretaboire by the hand, who had the hickup, there’s a fine pipe!
I am not a faint-hearted chicken, and yet I am trembling like a leaf. Comrade Toujoursdort!
you are possessed of a very superior talent, but, if you please, we will only employ it on
desperate occasions. Take your place again; and you, my friends, who have acknowledged me
as your general, listen, while I explain the plan of the battle in which we are about to engage.

Our great object is to get possession of Kallacahabalaba, and to destroy Bigstaff. He
has too much prudence to expose himself; he will oppose us with his mob, which we will
overcome; but this will by no means be decisive. He must be forced by famine to capitulate;
let us lay waste the country which furnishes him with food; and let us reduce him to the
necessity of eating the rock for subsistence! You have all the elements under your power; you
can burn, deluge, carry off, massacre, and destroy; and therefore you can convert this country
into a desert in a very short time. A moderate war might have the most ruinous consequences;
whereas, if we inspire terror, three fourths of the people will endeavour to make their escape
by flight. All that we have to do, is to find out in what place we are to begin to plunder.”

“Quicksight!” said the general to this admirable spy, “look towards the four cardinal
points. We want some easy business, which is almost at our hand. What do you observe in the
west?”—“At the distance of twenty leagues, general, I perceive a caravan travelling towards
us.”—“Although,” said Tranchemont, “we could reach them by sunset, yet we would arrive
both fatigued and hungry; and, by plundering it, we should do no injury to Bigstaff; that’s not
what we want: Look toward the east. “I observe there, general, a fertile meadow, on which
there are a great many cattle, and some shepherds.” “That object may deserve our attention
afterwards; but there is no food ready there; and, as we set out fasting, we have need to find
something perfectly  prepared for our dinner.”—“Ah!” said Quicksight, “there’s something
toward the south, ready dressed! I see preparations making for a considerable
marriage.”—“That will do our business indeed: At how many leagues distance?”—“At
ten.”—“Is it in a town?”—“Yes, and a pretty populous one.”—“So much the better; we shall
have an opportunity of doing the more mischief and noise. These people shall not prevent us
from performing our work. Let us here fix our plan.”

Souffleseu will enter the city with me, and let fire to that part of it which is over against
the place, where the nuptials shall be celebrated. I will enter the house where the feast is to
be held, and seize the bride; and, should the bridegroom, the father, or the relations, be
troublesome, I will distribute among them a few blows; and, should that not quiet them,
Toujoursdort shall speak a soft word in their ear from me; and I am of opinion they will not
make him repeat it. Souffleseu shall burn every thing except the house, where we will dine
in perfect tranquillity. As the inhabitants might attack us in a body, and throw stones at us,
I order Grippenuage to seat himself on the first cloud he shall meet, to run after a good many
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more, and, having joined them together, to follow us with the collected mass; he shall then
pour down a thousand cart-loads of hail on the heads of the malcontents, and we shall take
care to reserve for him his full share of the dinner. “By Mahomet!” said Pretaboire, “there
never was an enterprise formed with so many wise precautions.”—“Are you pleased then,
dervise?” said Tranchemont; “indeed I think every body must be so. Come along; let us
march forward. Toujoursdort, beat agreeably, as we are going to a marriage.” The drummer
obeyed, and the troop advanced in good order.

When they were within two leagues of the city, Tranchemont ordered Cut-the-air to
examine what was going on at the feast, and to observe if dinner was not served up too soon.
In three minutes the messenger returned. “They are idolaters,” said he, “and are sacrificing,
before an idol of wood, a beautiful heifer, with gilded horns, which will be roasted in an hour
at the farthest.” “By Mahomet!”  said Tranchemont to Pretaboire, “ought not you to be
greatly delighted? We are going to labour against idolatry, and you shall have the charge of
overturning the idol. Conjure it with your book; I recommend it to yon.— A marriage
performed before an idol, and without a cadi! It is null and void. I will marry this young person
after the Mahometan manner, in order to bring her back to the right way.”

During this conversation, the march was not interrupted. They still proceeded on their
road; and at length arrived in the town, directly before the house where the two families were
assembled. Tranchemont entered it as if it had been his own. “What,” said he, “does any one
marry here without my knowledge? and do they sit down to table without me?” Let any one
figure to himself the astonishment of the honest townsmen; they looked at one another without
speaking a word, and trembled as they examined the armed man, who spoke to them in this
manner. “We are undone!” they exclaimed, “it is Bigstaff, it is the tyrant himself.”—“You lie,
rascals! There is no tyrant here. For whom do you take me? Know that I am the husband of
this fair young woman, and that she shall have no other.” Saying this, he took hold of her by
the arm; the husband and the relations advanced to free her from his hands; but, with a single
blow, and two back strokes, he stretched them on the ground. Every one laid hold of a stick,
of a knife, of some piece of furniture, or of whatever offered itself to his hand, in order to fall
upon the ravisher; but, all at once, Toujoursdort began to sneeze. This was a talent of which
Tranchemont was still ignorant, he was so stunned with it, that had he been less eager for his
prey, he would have let go his hold. In the mean time, men and women, and every thing in
the house, was overturned and the house itself, which was not very strong, was shaken with
the sound.

When Tranchemont had recovered from his astonishment, he said to his noisy squire,
“Come along! Rid me of all that rabble; and whoever is too far from the door, throw them out
at the window.” Toujoursdort obeyed, and the house was cleared of all its guests. There only
remained the young wife, who, having fainted through terror, would have fallen like the rest,
had she not been supported by the vigorous captain. Meanwhile a cry of fire was heard
through the whole town, and shrieks and howling were every where set up. “Come,” said
Tranchemont to Toujoursdort, “this is not a time to snore; our companions may lose
themselves amid this confusion; you must beat the signal.” The drummer did so, the whole
troop returned; and the entertainment, prepared for the nuptials, was eaten up.
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The new married wife, obliged to remain with this company, and endure the brutal
caresses of Tranchemont, ceased not to shed tears. “What pleasure should I have in
comforting you, my beautiful girl!” said the Captain to her; “shed one of these pretty tears in
my cup; it will make the drink delicious.” But she turned away her head with an air, which
was expressive at once of her grief and disgust.

While these robbers were eating, and glutting themselves most immoderately, a small
detachment of fifteen men belonging to the garrison of Kallacahabalaba, who usually went
their round in the neighbourhood, had been informed of their arrival; their chief had been
described to them; but they did not consider Tranchemont as very formidable; they therefore
surrounded the house where he and his followers were, and prepared to attack him. The chief
of this detachment entered suddenly, with his sabre raised over Toujoursdort, who, by
sneezing, warded off the stroke. Tranchemont, alarmed at the noise, arose and put himself in
a posture of defence. A blow of his sabre had cleft from head to foot the boldest of them; with
a back stroke he cut in two the person who followed; the third had a shoulder broken; the
fourth lost the half of his arm , the fifth lost his head; and the sixth lost both his legs. When
the other soldiers of Bigstaff beheld this defeat, terror administered wings to them; and, that
they might fly with the greater speed, they threw away their arms and their bucklers. The
companions of Tranchemont, seeing them in disorder, pursued them without a moment’s
respite. Grippenuage showered hail upon them; Souffleseu roasted as many of them as he met
with; and Toujoursdort sneezed in the ears of those whom he could come up with; even
Pretaboire himself knocked them down with his book; they all fell perfectly stunned, and were
delivered to the sabre of Tranchemont, who completed their destruction; so that not one of
them was left to carry the report of their common disaster.

After this defeat, the victorious general returned to enjoy the reward of his victory, in
the arms of his conquest. During the battle, however, she had made her escape. He entered
in great fury, and called Quicksight. “Hola!” said he, “wilt thou suffer thy chief to be deprived
of all the happiness he had a right to promise himself? Seek for the faithless girl to me. By
Mahomet! Curse on the fellow who conceals her!” Quicksight exerted his utmost address and
attention. “General! I cannot perceive her. I observe very plainly a company of women three
leagues distant from this, flying with their children and baggage, but the new married woman
is not of the number. The walls of the town, however, cannot conceal her from me, for they
were of wood, and are all burnt down; she must of necessity be under the ground, and there
you know I can see nothing. Ah! by the holy prophet!” exclaimed Tranchemont, “if is very
hard to conquer without enjoying the triumph. This is another trick of my bitch of a star! Oh,
for a thousand bombs! It disputes every kind of victory with me; I am in perfect despair.— Go,
order Toujoursdort to sound a retreat, and let every one take his seat at the table! There is
something here to drink, and my grief is of that kind that it must be absolutely drowned.”

The little troop soon rejoined their general; and, as they shared  in his affection, so they
likewise partook of the consolation he had chosen.

“Ah! my dear Strong-back!” said Tranchemont, “the pretty limbs you would have
carried on your shoulders! Never would you have been loaded with so sweet a burden! But,
like the dervise, we are, at present, forced to lead a life of penitence; let us continue it, at least
till the middle of the night, that it maybe more meritorious. You, Toujoursdort! as I have great
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confidence in your talent, I give it to you in charge to secure our repose till sunset. Go, and
take a turn at half a league’s distance from this place; and, whenever you shall perceive any
curious prying people, beat as it were eighty drums, and sound your trumpet somewhat
loudly.” Toujoursdort obeyed, while his companions continued the immoderate enjoyment of
the bottle, till they were all stretched under the table.

There was not a wedding every day, otherwise they would have found their
entertainment quite ready, without giving themselves any trouble. Next day, the troop, under
the command of Tranchemont, made prodigious havoc on every side; and with so much the
more boldness, that, under such a leader, they flattered themselves with impunity. But they
themselves were obliged to dress whatever they wanted to eat. Every night they encamped
under their tent, the situation of which was unknown, for they never pitched it till it was dark.
During the day they were frequently obliged to fight, because they met with small
detachments, like that which had proposed to surround them; these they invariably put to
death. Whoever escaped the sword and the fire, fell before the voice of Toujoursdort, who
completely broke the drum of their ears by whispering to them. At length, the hail was
showered down upon them, and completed the disaster and desolation.

A man, however, had devised a method of delivering the country from  this terrible
scourge, which was spreading such desolation. This was, by arming the inhabitants with slings,
and overwhelming the authors of all this destruction with stones. Quicksight observed this
man, as he was trying this new weapon, the use of which he was to propose. He saw him about
to communicate his discovery to the people around him. But, at the very moment in which
he opened his mouth, an arrow flew from Aimwell’s bow, entered his throat, and arrested the
salutary advice in its passage. The country was in absolute despair; and advices to that
purpose were carried from all quarters to Kallacahabalaba, by an hundred arrows which
alighted in it: (This was the way in which requests were presented to Bigstaff, and in which
all complaints or advices reached him). Upon this the tyrant summoned his council, which
consisted of a single astrologer deeply skilled in geomancy.

“You see to what a condition we are about to be reduced,” said he: “Nobody indeed
can disturb us here; but nothing can save us from the famine by which we are threatened.
Hitherto my arms have successfully opposed these extraordinary robbers who infest my
country; but their audacity has, without doubt, increased with their strength. They have at
their head a chief, who alone hath destroyed several detachments of my soldiers, who watch
over the safety of these countries, and collect the taxes: There is something very supernatural
in the reports and complaints which have been made to me; devise therefore some method
by which we may provide for our safety.”—“I have been thinking on that for some time,”
replied the learned person. “I have cast the nativity of all these people, and have found, that
ordinary arms could give you no advantage over them. The pretended talents, which they
employ to such bad purposes, are more or less magical; but this art is so very defective, that
the most powerful mean it employs may be rendered ineffectual, by the most trifling of all
those which may be directly opposed to it: Thus, I will approach Toujoursdort with cotton in
my ears, and his drum will have no effect upon me. I will spit in Souffleseu’s mouth, and the
fire will be extinguished. Quicksight becomes useless, in proportion as danger approaches. The
arrow of Aimwell is blunted against steel. Cut-the-air is but a messenger, who may be easily
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stopped. The science of Grippenuage depends upon a thread, which it may be possible to cut.
Pretaboire is but a coward of a dervise, and can do nothing where there is not water to drink;
but we must secure ourselves against his book. Grossitout and Strong-back make part of the
baggage, and are by no means formidable. But the most dangerous enemy whom we have to
encounter is Captain Tranchemont, the chief of that cursed race. He is constantly out of
favour with the stars; and is actually endowed by them with the gift of doing all possible
mischief, without ever performing one good office. He hath a ready and active genius, an
intrepid soul, and a body of uncommon strength; but he is the perpetual victim of his rashness.
He wears a sabre all bespangled, which the diamond itself cannot resist: Should you oppose
to him your club of brass, he would cut it in a thousand pieces, and you would be instantly
disarmed. His usual custom is to send a challenge; but he has been already informed that you
never accept any but on conditions to which he will not agree. However, Sir! if you will arm
yourself and your soldiers as I shall advise, I will venture to promise you infallible success over
him and all his troop.”—“Go to my arsenal,” said Bigstaff, “and cause all the arms you shall
judge proper for my soldiers and myself to be prepared: I hold your advice in too great
estimation not to follow it implicitly.”—“I warn you, however,” said the astrologer, “that these
arms will be very uncommon.”—“It does not signify; they will be so much the fitter for
engaging the enemy: One uncommon thing must be opposed by another equally wonderful.”

Captain Tranchemont continued to ravage the plain: And Bigstaff, in concert with his
learned counsellor, prepared the little army which was to take the field. It was assembled;
and, with great secrecy, the arms and instruments of war with which it was to be furnished,
were completed in the arsenals. When all was ready, a body of three hundred men, shining
in steel, was let down from the fortress by the help of pullies and baskets, and covered the
plain.

“The enemy! The enemy!” exclaimed Quicksight. “Are they let down from the
minarets?” said Tranchemont.—“Yes, General; see, the baskets are emptying! Three
hundred men, and a chief who commands them, have come out. It is the tyrant himself; I
know him by his stature: He appears much taller than common.—Ah! what a singular helmet
he wears upon his head! It is a large seething-pot; Souffleseu must make it boil.—His buckler
is five inches thick; and his eyes sparkle as if they were burning.—Shall I go, General! and put
the stake before Aimwell, that he may send him a present from you to his left eye?”—“You
are very, zealous, soldier!” said Tranchemont; “look, but presume not to advise. My enemy
is then in the plain, and guarded in a very ridiculous manner against my strokes!—Come,
Toujoursdort! Summon all our people by the signal, and let us march to meet the enemy.”

The two armies were soon in view, and within the reach of an arrow. Tranchemont was
stationed in the centre, betwixt Toujoursdort and Souffleseu; Pretaboire and Quicksight were
in the right wing; and Cut-the-air and Aimwell in the left; Strong-back and Grossitout were
placed in the rear; and Grippenuage dragged along with him a tempest, which which he
balanced in the air, waiting the proper opportunity to discharge it.

On his side, Bigstaff made the necessary dispositions; and drew up his army in a line
three men deep. In the foremost rank, were placed those who handled the naked armour;
every soldier in the second was armed with a syringe; and those in the third with a pair of
scissor; and all were armed with defensive weapons of the very best temper.
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Tranchemont beheld this triple row of warriors displayed against him; and, full of
confidence in his forces, he marched forward in full assurance of an easy victory. He advanced
ten paces before his troop, as if to challenge his enemy to single combat. Bigstaff advanced in
order to accept; and the armies remained in suspense, when Tranchemont ordered
Toujoursdort to sound the charge. This was the only order that was well executed; for, in
every other respect, events, unforeseen by Tranchemont, disconcerted all his projects, and
rendered his efforts ineffectual.

As soon as Tranchemont and his adversary had opposed buckler to buckler, the former
wished to discharge on the head of Bigstaff one of those decisive strokes, by which the strength
of his arm, and the temper of his blade, had been so often signalized, but, before he struck,
thought of addressing, in the following manner, the enemy, over whom he was certain of
victory.

“Bigstaff!” said he to him, “tyrant of scullions! art thou not ashamed to present thyself
to battle with a pot upon thy head? Dost thou think then that thy kitchen-tackling can save
thee from the strokes with which thou art threatened? Or, hath my evil star suggested to you
this ridiculous defence, that I might reap nothing from my victory but the disgrace of having
triumphed over the prince of cooks? Must the brave soldiers of Tranchemont then engage
with apothecaries and barbers?— Darest thou lift against me the club, which does not become
thy shameful hand so well as the spit on which thy roast is turned every day? It would have
matched thy helmet and buckler extremely well.”

“Tranchemont,” replied Bigstaff, “thy words and thy conduct are alike. I am not come
out against thee to encounter a warrior, but a butcher, by profession. And, if it belongs to me
to act nobly in everything, to you it belongs to perish by an ignominious death. Thou
challengest me to inflict the first blow; dare thyself to give it.”—“By Mahomet thou shalt not
be deceived,” said Tranchemont. With these words he let fall a stroke, quicker than
lightening, on the pot which covered the head of his enemy; but the moment the sabre
touched it, instead of penetrating the pot, it rebounded in such a manner as to shake the
vigorous arm which wielded it. Tranchemont, astonished at this resistance, wanted to cleave,
with one blow, the arm and the buckler of his adversary; but the blade of his scymitar flew
into pieces. Instead of having struck, as he thought, upon iron, it was against a hollow gourd
and a moulded cheese, that the magical power of his sabre was exhausted.

“Great God!” exclaimed Tranchemont, as he retreated four steps; “Holla! Souffleseu!
Let this head be put to the fire, and make it as hot as that of hell.”

Souffleseu was about to obey; but instantly a deluge of water entered his mouth,
directed from an hundred syringes; and there issued out of it nothing but a thick smoke.
Deprived of this aid, the disconcerted general called Grippenuage to his assistance, who
hovered over the army with a provision of hail and thunder; but all the scissor of the third line
of Bigstaff’s soldiers were in the air, and, by cutting the invisible threads, turned the storm
against the opposing army.

Tranchemont then, declining an honourable retreat, thought it his duty to make use
of his last resource, and made Toujoursdort beat the march. But, in consequence of the cotton
with which the ears of his soldiers were stopped, the army of Bigstaff was not dismayed with
the noise. They at length surrounded Tranchemont. The drummer redoubled his strokes upon
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his enormous belly, and the whole troop was stunned with the terrible din, and fled with all
their speed; but Tranchemont remained the victim. The tyrant of Kallacahabalaba put him
to death with his club; Toujoursdort burst; Souffleseu was suffocated by the smoke; the rest
escaped as well as they could, and sought their safety in the caverns which had served them
for a retreat.  

 
In this manner did Dobil-Hasen finish his story. The attention which had been paid to

him, and the pleased air which he thought he remarked in his hearers, inspired him with good
hopes of success. “I have,” said he, “related very extraordinary things, but the terms which
we have accepted obliged me to tell a story, the incidents of which should be absolutely new.
I have made them happen to unknown characters; I have had the greatest desire to please my
amiable cousin, but know not if I have been so happy.”—“O most certainly,” said Vasumé,
“your story hath given us all very great pleasure; and my good Nane will not deny that she
laughed very heartily.”—“I confess,” said the nurse, “I was all attention; and every moment
I expected some new jest. I was ignorant of this manner of telling stories, and felt it entirely
new to me. But is this all we are to hear?”—“No, my good nurse,” replied Vasumé. “There
is still another, and we wait with impatience till he who is to relate it shall choose to begin.”
Saying this, she cast her eyes on the youngest of her cousins, whom timidity kept silent.

Valid-Hasen was more passionately in love with his cousin than his brothers. His
inclination was under the influence of a more delicate, and less interested taste; and he would
have preferred her to the most advantageous match in Surat. But, at that moment, the fear
of losing her banished from his mind all the resources of his imagination; and, although he was
endowed with an uncommon memory and understanding, nothing presented itself to his mind
which did not appear to have been thought of by others; perhaps, also, self-love might be at
stake. However that be, his embarrassment was very visible, his lips trembled, and an
involuntary blush overspread his forehead. This hesitation alarmed the beautiful Vasumé,
who, being more particularly interested in her young cousin, secretly wished that he might be
victorious; and the good Nane expected a story.

At length Valid-Hasen took courage, and got over the dangerous step which he
dreaded, by beginning as follows:   
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